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About the Journal of Energy
The Journal of Energy is a scientific and a professional journal with the first issue in 1951.
Since 1966 (15th publishing year) The Journal of Energy has become the journal of
Elektroprivreda Hrvatske (former name of the national power utility Hrvatska
elektroprivreda i.e. HEP d.d.). In 1974 (24th publishing year) the Journal (under the name
Energija) became the professional journal of Elektroprivreda Hrvatske, and since 1985
(35th publishing year) it was renamed to Journal of Elektroprivreda Hrvatske. In recent
history, in 1990 it became the Journal of Energy.
Since 2010, the Croatian branch of CIGRÉ (HRO CIGRÉ) joined as a co-publisher of the
Journal.
The Journal of Energy publishes original scientific and professional articles of a broad
spectrum of interest in energy business, from specific technical problems to global
analyses, aiming to help the advance of the state-of-the-art energy sector development.
By 2009 six issues of the journal were published per year, with five chosen and reviewed
articles in each issue. In the period between 2006 and 2009 all the articles in the journal
were published bilingually, in Croatian and in English, with the circulation of 1,500 copies
per issue.
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Editorial policy
The Journal of Energy is a scientific and professional journal which covers the areas of
the energy sector. The Journal of Energy publishes original scientific and professional
articles with a wide area of interests, from specific technical problems to global analyses
of processes in the energy sector. It covers a very broad range of topics relating to the
electricity industry and the energy sector in general in a competitive and global
environment.
The intention of Journal of Energy is to become a scientific and professional forum where
these problems will be critically and constructively elaborated and where adequate
solutions will be offered.
The Journal of Energy is especially interested in the following topics: energy sector in
general, electricity production technologies, renewable sources and environmental
protection; the use and development of energy equipment and systems; the electricity
system operation in competitive market conditions; energy economics; construction of
electric power facilities and plants; information systems and telecommunications;
reengineering of business processes; electricity trade and supply, customer relations,
knowledge management and training; European and regional energy legislation, initiatives
and cooperation.
The views expressed in articles are the authors’ and not necessarily those of The Journal
of Energy, HEP d.d., or HRO CIGRE.
The Journal of Energy is issued in form of a digital web magazine for readers by principle
of free approach. We encourage prospective authors to follow our guidelines before
submitting manuscripts.

Issue guidelines
Regular issue guidelines
All papers submitted for consideration in the regular issue will be sent for the standard
peer review through the online procedure in two steps: initial prescreening and final
screening. In both steps editors and/or reviewers could request potential revisions of
manuscripts, until final acceptance or rejection decision. Whole correspondence related
to above mentioned procedure will be held through email communication.
Guidelines for author’s manuscript preparation is elaborated in separate document in
form of template named “Guidelines for Authors”. To obtain a copy, please go to the
website of the journal.
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Special issue guidelines
The Journal of Energy is open for special issues, which regularly encompass publishing of
best-quality conference papers or papers invited at the initiative of experts or a group of
experts from a specific field.
If the papers originate from a conference, symposium, colloquium or similar event, they
need to be in line with the editorial policy of the Journal of Energy. Such papers should be
recognized by experts from particular fields as papers with significant scientific and/or
professional value. The initiative for issuing a special issue may be submitted by the
Journal’s editors or the experts outside the Editorial.
Proposals for the content of Special Issue should be submitted by the Editorial (or by
Guest Editor specially assigned for a specific issue or area) and should include the
following:
− A suggested title for the Special Issue (should not exceed 10 words)
− Proposed Aims and Scope, giving an overview of the Special Issue’s intended
focus and a list of topics to be covered
− In case of the participation of one or more Guest Editors, the Guest Editor
managing the Special Issue will be provided with the list of Guest Editors, including
their names, emails and affiliations of each of the Guest Editors
− A proposed timeline and schedule of Special Issue publishing
All papers submitted for consideration in the special issue will be sent for the standard
peer review.
In case of the participation of one or more Guest Editors, the manuscripts submitted to
the Special Issue will be checked by the journal’s editorial office and sent to the Guest
Editor.
As an exception, the Editor-in-Chief or Section Editors may invite papers from especially
distinguished authors, in which case the manuscripts will not be peer-reviewed, but will
be reviewed by at least two Editors.

Code of Ethics
The Editors of this publication are committed to the highest ethical and professional
conduct:
− to promote the understanding of energy technology, markets, application, and
potential consequences on the society,
− to avoid real or perceived conflicts of interests, whenever possible and to disclose
them to affected parties, when they exist,
− to be honest and realistic in stating claims or estimates based on available data,
− to reject bribery in all its forms,
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− to seek, accept and offer honest reviews of technical work and to credit properly
the contributions of reviewers,
− to treat fairly all authors, regardless of factors such as race, religion, gender,
disability, age or national origin,
− to avoid injuring others, their property, reputation or employment by false or
malicious actions.
Ethic statements of the journal are based on the COPE's Best Practice Guidelines for
Journal Editors.

Plagiarism
The Journal of Energy is committed to publishing only original material, i.e., material that
has neither been published elsewhere, nor is under review elsewhere. Manuscripts that
are found to have been plagiarized from a manuscript by other authors, whether
published or unpublished, will be rejected immediately.

Duplicate Submission
If authors have used their own previously published work, or work that is currently under
review, as the basis for a submitted manuscript, they are required to cite the previous
work and indicate how their submitted manuscript offers novel contributions beyond
those of the previous work. If these contributions are not significant in comparison with
the previous work, the manuscript will be rejected immediately.

Citation Manipulation
Submitted manuscripts that are found to include citations whose primary purpose is to
increase the number of citations of a given author’s work, or of articles published in a
particular journal, will be rejected immediately.

Improper Author Contribution or Attribution
All listed authors must have made a significant scientific contribution to the research
presented in the manuscript and approved all its claims. It is important to list everyone
who made a significant scientific contribution, including students and laboratory
technicians.
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Conflict of interest
Journal of Energy encourages all authors and reviewers to report any potential conflict of
interests to ensure complete transparency regarding the preparation and reviewing the
manuscript (research funding, grants, sponsorship, competing interests etc.). The conflict
of interest exists when an author (or the author’s institution) has financial (employment,
consultancies, stock ownership, honoraria and paid expert testimony) or personal
relationship, academic competition or intellectual passion that inappropriately influences
his actions.
In order to avoid any potential doubt about the conflict of interest for the potential authors
of articles that are employed by the publisher (Hrvatska elektroprivreda, and HRO
CIGRE), these articles will be reviewed by international reviewers and any decision about
publishing will be discussed in close cooperation amongst editor-in-chief and section
editors and taken by a qualified majority vote.
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